
ATTACHMENT 4

ORANGE WATER & SEWER AUTHORITY 

November 22, 2006 

Mr. Roger L. Stancil, Town Manager 
Town of Chapel Hill 
405 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Subject: Progress Report on Eliminating Off-site Objectionable Odor from the 
Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Dear Mr. Stancil: 

In preparation for the Town Council's Public Forum on December 4th, 2006, we are 
pleased to submit the enclosed information about our odor elimination program at the 
Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) including: 

Odor elimination actions since the Town Council's Public Forum on November 14th, 
2005; 
The odor study which the consulting firm of Black & Veatch began in May, 2006; 
Additional odor elimination measures which are scheduled for completion by the 
summer of 2007; and 
Our plans for further discussions with neighbors of the WWTP to develop a definition 
of successful odor elimination. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide information to you and to the community at the 
Public Forum on December 4th, and we look forward to receiving comments and 
questions from citizens and the Town. 

Sincerely, 

Ed Kerwin 
Executive Director 

Enclosure 

Copy: OWASA Board of Directors 



November 22,2006 

OWASA'S ODOR ELIMINATION PROGRAM 
AT THE MASON FARM WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT (WWTP) 

This information is submitted to the Town of Chapel Hill in preparation for the Public Forum to 
be held by the Chapel Hill Town Council on Monday, December 4th, 2006. 

Summary 

OWASA is continuing the process of making substantial improvements to eliminate 
objectionable off-site odor from the Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) in 
accord with the facility's Special Use Permit as modified by the Town Council on March 1, 
2004.  

      In late November, 2005, our contractor for the three-year, $50 million WWTP improvement 
project completed the installation of new, fixed cover structures at our solids digesters, where 
solids from wastewater are treated and converted into recyclable biosolids. The new cover 
structures addressed the primary odor source identified as of the spring of 2004. 

      Our highest current priority in the odor elimination program is the completion of a new, 
enclosed "headworks" in the summer of 2007. The headworks is the area where wastewater 
enters the treatment plant. The enclosed headworks will capture foul air for treatment in our 
odor scrubber. Odor sampling at the WWTP in June, 2006 showed that the headworks has a 
daily pattern of elevated odor from the late afternoon through early morning due to hydrogen 
sulfide levels in wastewater entering the plant. 

On September 27, 2006, OWASA representatives and our odor study consultants met with 16 
of our neighbors to discuss a draft report by our odor consultant, a conceptual draft of a 
proposed definition of successful odor elimination and related items. Elements of the draft 
definition were not acceptable, and we will work further with our neighbors on this matter in 
coming months with the benefit of information from our consultants about odor standards 
used at other WWTPs. 

On November 9, 2006, the OWASA Board of Directors received comments from WWTP 
neighbors and authorized staff to proceed with odor elimination improvements identified by 
our staff and consultants in addition to those that are already under contract. The additional 
improvements will cost about $300,000. 

Background 

In March, 2004, the OWASA Board of Directors formally adopted a goal of eliminating off-site 
objectionable odors from the Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
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In May, 2004, following approval of the Special Use Permit Modification by the Chapel Hill 
Town Council, the Pizzagalli Construction Co. began a three-year, $50 million improvement 
project at the Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant. The project includes: 

odor-related improvements, 
expansion of the plant's capacity, 
enhancements in wastewater treatment processes to meet expected higher standards and 
enable future use of reclaimed water to meet non-drinking water needs, and 
additional back-up power to increase our operating reliability during storms and other 
conditions. 

Odor elimination actions since the Town Council's Public Forum on November 14, 2005 

In late November, 2005, our contractor completed the installation of new, fixed cover structures 
for our four solids digesters. Previously, the covers moved up and down as solids volume 
fluctuated in the digesters. Foul air was released at times through the gap between a cover and a 
digester's outside wall. 

In September, 2006 a contractor completed the installation of new, aboveground pipes to carry 
foul air away from our solids digesters. The old, underground pipes were subject to blockages 
that resulted in odor releases. We determined that the old pipes were an odor source soon after 
installation of the digester covers. 

The installation of aboveground 
pipes to carry foul air away from 
our solids digesters resolved an 

odor source that became apparent in 
December, 2005 due to releases 
from the old, underground pipes. 

OWASA staff has monitored the WWTP site for odor as set forth in the Odor Monitoring and 
Evaluation Plan that we submitted to the Town in November, 2005 and summarized in our 
quarterly reports to the Town in September and November, 2006. Due to an oversight, off-site 
odor checks were not initially done in accord with the plan but were initiated in August, 2006. 

As discussed in more detail in the next section, we hired the consulting firm of Black & Veatch 
to do an odor study that began in June, 2006. 
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2006 Odor Study by Black & VeatchVeatch 

In May, 2006, OWASA retained the firm of Black & Veatch to do a new odor study at the 
WWTP. The executive summary of the consultant's draft report dated September 18, 2006 is 
enclosed as Attachment 1. The complete version of the consultants' draft report of September 18, 
2006 is available to anyone on request and is posted on the Wastewater section of ow  Website, 
www.owasa.org. 

The Black and Veatch report includes information on odor sampling at the WWTP, OWASA's 
odor monitoring at the WWTP using hydrogen sulfide monitors, ranking of odor sources, a 
survey and assessments of odor elimination technologies at other WWTPs, options for defining 
successful odor elimination, odor control evaluation, and the consultants' recommendations for 
odor program additions. 

Black & Veatch conducted air and liquid sampling in June, 2006 to gather additional information 
about the treatment processes and their potential to release odors that may be noticeable off-site. 
The samples were analyzed and the results were used to rank the sources of odor at the WWTP. 
The draft report identified four areas as actual or potential off-site odor sources. The area of 
greatest estimated severity of off-site odor impact is the headworks, which contributes almost 
half of the overall odor at the WWTP. The headworks is followed in the odor rankings by the 
primary clarifiers, intermediate pump stations, and aeration basins. 

The existing headworks is on schedule to be replaced with a new structure in the summer of 
2007. The new headworks will be covered and the air beneath the covers will be exhausted to the 
existing odor scrubber. The 24-hour odor monitoring at the headworks in June, 2006 showed 
increasing hydrogen sulfide emissions from the late afternoon through early morning, and the 
new enclosed headworks is therefore expected to essentially eliminate this potential odor source. 

As an interim measure, OWASA staff is evaluating modifications to the existing chemical 
(hydrogen peroxide) application points to reduce the hydrogen sulfide emissions at the 
headworks until the new, odor controlled structure is completed. 

Recently, the consultant provided information about odor standards and goals at various WWTPs 
where odor elimination is considered to be successful (Attachment 2). We believe this 
information will be very useful in defining successful odor elimination for the Mason Farm 
WWTP. 

We estimate that the consultants' study will be complete in the spring of 2007. Additional items 
in the study will include use of computer modeling to estimate potential off-site odor conditions 
from on-site odor levels. 
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Improvements to be completed in summer of 2007 

Our contractor has begun work on and is scheduled to complete a new headworks facility by the 
summer of 2007. The new headworks will be enclosed, and foul air from it will be treated in our 
odor scrubber installed in 2004. 

Completion of the new headworks is now our highest priority for odor elimination. We expect 
this improvement will be a major step forward in successfully eliminating off-site objectionable 
odor. 

Above: The existing open-air headworks, 
a significant odor source. 

Our contractor is also on schedule to complete in the summer of 2007 the installation of a foam 
removal system at the WWTP aeration basins, where wastewater undergoes biological treatment, 
in accord with the Special Use Permit. 

Above: The new enclosed headworks under 
construction in October, 2006. 

Additional improvements  authorized bv the OWASA Board of Directors 

On November 9, 2006, based on odor sampling information from our consultants, the OWASA 
Board of Directors authorized staff to proceed with the following additional improvements as 
shown on Attachment 3: 

covering the exposed holding tanks at two wastewater pump stations in the interior of the 
WWTP site, 

covering devices called "splitter boxes" where wastewater from the headworks is channeled 
to and from solids settling tanks called "primary clarifiers," and 

installation of piping to capture and transport foul air from the enclosed "inlet" channel at the 
aeration basins for treatment. 
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We estimate that these improvements will cost $300,000 and will be complete in 2007. The next 
steps will include the detailed design work, bidding and contracting processes. 

Communications with customers: definition of successful odor elimination 

We held our most recent community meeting on September 27th as noted above. We provided a 
summary of our neighbors' comments and our responses as part of our quarterly report to the 
Town Council on November 1, 2006. On November 9th, the OWASA Board also received a staff 
report and neighbors' comments about our odor elimination program. 

The next step in our public process will be further discussion of defining successful odor 
elimination. We expect to meet next with interested WWTP neighbors early in 2007. We expect 
to reach agreement with the neighbors on a proposed definition in the winter or spring, 
depending on the extent of discussion that is needed. 

We maintain a Hotline, 537-4376, for citizens who wish to report odor from the WWTP and/or 
get project status information. We also send e-mail notices to our neighbors for whom we have 
electronic addresses about construction work and expected odor releases that may affect the 
nearby neighborhoods. 

Conclusion 

We believe that successfully eliminating objectionable off-site odor from the WWTP is a process 
that necessarily involves periodic evaluations and feedback from the community as key actions 
are completed. 

Attachment 4 summarizes our expenditures totaling more than $4 million since 2000 for odor 
elimination at the Mason Farm WWTP and commitments for an additional $2.9 million of work 
by the summer of 2007. We believe that OWASA has demonstrated good faith and diligence in 
the odor elimination process by systematically identifying priority odor sources; determining and 
implementing odor elimination options; and then carefully assessing the effectiveness of 
improvements. 

We look forward to additional discussions with WWTP neighbors and other interested 
stakeholders including the Town of Chapel Hill. We welcome any comments on this report and 
would be glad to respond to any questions. 

Attachments: 

1. Executive Summary of draft report dated September 18, 2006 from Black & Veatch, odor 
consultants 

2. Odor elimination standards/goals at 34 wastewater treatment plants in the United States 
3. Mason Farm Wastewater Treatment Plant Site Plan including additional improvements 

approved on November 9, 2006 
4. OWASA's expenditures since 2000 for odor elimination purposes at the Mason Farm 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 
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Improvements to be completed in summer of 2007 

Our contractor has begun work on and is scheduled to complete a new headworks facility by the 
summer of 2007. The new headworks will be enclosed, and foul air from it will be treated in our 
odor scrubber installed in 2004. 

Completion of the new headworks is now our highest priority for odor elimination. We expect 
this improvement will be a major step forward in successfully eliminating off-site objectionable 
odor. 

Above: The existing open-air headworks, 
a significant odor source. 

Our contractor is also on schedule to complete in the summer of 2007 the installation of a foam 
removal system at the WWTP aeration basins, where wastewater undergoes biological treatment, 
in accord with the Special Use Permit. 

Above: The new enclosed headworks under 
construction in October, 2006. 

Additional improvements  authorized bv the OWASA Board of Directors 

On November 9,2006, based on odor sampling information from our consultants, the OWASA 
Board of Directors authorized staff to proceed with the following additional improvements as 
shown on Attachment 3: 

covering the exposed holding tanks at two wastewater pump stations in the interior of the 
WWTP site, 

covering devices called "splitter boxes" where wastewater from the headworks is channeled 
to and from solids settling tanks called "primary clarifiers," and 

installation of piping to capture and transport foul air from the enclosed "inlet" channel at the 
aeration basins for treatment. 




































